I. INTRODUCTION
Image processing is utilized to adjust pictures to enhance them (improvement, reclamation), extricate data (investigation, acknowledgment), and change their structure (arrangement, picture altering). Pictures can be prepared by optical, photographic, and electronic means, however picture handling utilizing advanced PCs is the most widely recognized technique on the grounds that computerized strategies are quick, adaptable, and precise. Image handling innovation is utilized via planetary researchers to upgrade pictures of Mars, Venus, or different planets. Specialists utilize this innovation to control CT sweeps and MRI pictures. Picture Enhancement enhances the quality (clearness) of pictures for human survey. Evacuating obscuring and commotion, expanding difference, and uncovering points of interest are cases of improvement operations. Image Processing fundamentally incorporates examination, controls, Manuscript received March 1, 2017; revised July 11, 2017. stockpiling and show of graphical pictures from sources, for example, photos, drawings et cetera. Picture handling traverses a grouping of 3 stages, which are the picture obtain, preparing and show stage. The picture secures stage changes over the distinctions in shading and shading in the photo into twofold values that a PC can handle. The enhancement phase can include image enhancement and data compression. The last phase consists of display or printing of the processed image. The term morphology means form and structure of an object. Sometimes it refers to the arrangements and interrelationships between the parts of an object. Morphology is identified with the shapes and advanced morphology is an approach to depict and examine the state of a computerized question. In science, morphology relates all the more specifically to state of a creature, for example, microorganisms. Morphological opening is a name particular innovation that makes a yield picture to such an extent that estimation of every pixel in the yield picture depends on a correlation of the comparing pixel in the information picture with its neighbors. By picking the size and state of the area, one can build a morphological operation that is delicate to particular shapes in the information picture. Morphological capacities could be utilized to perform regular picture preparing undertakings, for example, contrast enhancement, noise removal, thinning, skeletonization, filling and segmentation.
II. RELATED WORK, ISSUES AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
There are many research papers that propose Histogram modelling systems to alter a picture so that its histogram has a coveted shape. This is helpful in extending the low-differentiate levels of a picture with a narrow histogram, accordingly accomplishing contrast improvement. This is driven by the absence of evacuation of non-uniform illumination, thus of which nearness of additional light pixels at a few positions in the picture and additional dull pixels around different particles in the picture is variable, so this difference improvement at the beginning of the picture handling does not make the exact limits of the items to be identified. [ [7] has proposed a programmed strategy for assessing the enlightenment field utilizing just picture power gradients. [15] has proposed a novel model-based redress technique is proposed, in view of the suspicion that a picture ruined by force inhomogeneity contains more data than the relating uncorrupted image. [9] has proposed another way to deal with the revision of power inhomogeneities in attractive reverberation imaging (MRI) that fundamentally enhances force based tissue segmentation. 
III. TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
Mathematical Morphology (MM) is a hypothesis and strategy for the examination and preparing of geometrical structures, in light of set hypothesis, cross section hypothesis, topology, and irregular capacities. MM is most regularly connected to advanced pictures, yet it can be utilized too on diagrams, surface cross sections, solids and numerous other spatial structures, Topological and Geometrical space ideas, for example, estimate, shape, convexity,and geodesic separation, can be described by MM on both persistent and discrete spaces. MM is likewise establishment of morphological picture handling, which comprises of an arrangement of administrators that change pictures as indicated by the above portrayals.Denoting an image by f(x) and the structuring function by b(x), the grayscale dilation of f by b is given by:
where "sup" denotes the supremum. Similarly, the erosion of f by b is given by MM was originally developed for binary images, and was later extended to grayscale functions and images. The subsequent generalization to complete lattices is widely accepted today as MM's theoretical foundation. In binary morphology, an image is viewed as a subset of a Euclidean space Rd or the integer grid Zd, for some dimension d. Various techniques and common approaches to solve the problem of particle identification are Image Filtering, Boundary detection, Edge Detection, Linear Filtering, Segmentation, Morphological operations: Dilation and Erosion etc. However, a large portion of these systems alone neglect to precisely decide the items genuine limits because of the issue of non-uniform brightening in the background of the picture because of which the vast majority of the particles give off an impression of being either dim or light in a picture and utilizing methods, for example, division, edge discovery and general picture handling calculations in view of 'region of interest' couldn't separate between a portion of the particles and their background or neighbouring pixels. Notwithstanding when the particles are extricated, there are changes to their shape and size which prompts broken readings in the calculations of range of such particles. In this way, propelled picture handling and picture upgrade devices must be utilized for most extreme precision of the outcomes and to distinguish the particles precisely from the picture without missing a solitary protest.
Figrue 3. Boundary extraction usng 3*3 square element. [4] The Following is the flow-diagram of algorithms followed in previous approaches to solve this desired problem: Considering the above calculation, the minuscule pictures are first experienced through histogram equalization, a strategy that speaks to the relative recurrence of event of dark levels inside a picture.
Histogram displaying systems change a picture so that its histogram has a coveted shape. This is valuable in extending the low-differentiate levels of a picture with a tight histogram, subsequently accomplishing contrast improvement. In histogram balance (HE), the objective is to acquire a uniform histogram for the yield picture, so that "optimal" general differentiation is seen.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It has been inferred that because of non-uniform background illumination, the vast majority of the particles give off an impression of being either dull or light in a picture and utilizing strategies, for example, division, edge location and general picture preparing calculations in light of 'region of interest' couldn't separate between a portion of the particles and their experience or neighbouring pixels. In future, it is plan to play out the reenactments and investigation of a picture and its upgrade to amend for non uniform enlightenment, then utilize the improved picture to distinguish discrete items/particles exhibit in the picture. The work to be done is based upon pictures taken for natural reviews, for example, pictures comprising of bunch of cells, microorganisms, or different particles where it is critical to discover the convergence of the particles. In this way, a specific characterized zone of a photographic plate is taken and uncovered by the particles the attributes of which are to be registered. Thus, the strategy utilized is make a calculation to at long last analyze each molecule of the picture, to see obviously every question in the picture, and evacuate any of the issues, for example, nonuniform brightening, less brilliance and so forth that make it hard to separate between the particles. At long last, when all the perception and breaking down issues are expelled, the attributes of every molecule, its region must be processed and results would be appeared in range based measurements and histogram equalization.
